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HCI is increasingly paying attention to sports, and more
and more CHI attendees are aiming to maintain being
physically active while attending CHI. In response, we
offer a SIG on the topic of sports-HCI and conduct it in
a sportive way: we will go out of the conference venue
and jog around San Jose while discussing the role of
HCI in relation to sports. The goal is to actively shape
the future of the field of sports-HCI.
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Introduction
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HCI is increasingly paying attention to sports and an
active lifestyle and in consequence the field of sportsHCI has emerged in recent years [10]. Industry is also
facing sports-HCI challenges through mobile apps such
as targeted towards joggers with an aim to support an
active lifestyle. Meanwhile various research projects
examine new ways of supporting people being
physically active through the use of novel systems, for
example using quadcopters to support jogging
experiences [8]. Furthermore, game companies are
exploring the use of gaming consoles to support indoor
physical activity.
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The growth of sports-HCI as a field is attributed to the
fact that the supporting technologies are getting
cheaper and more accessible with each coming day,
allowing even non-athletes to engage with such
services. It is however noteworthy to see a balanced
focus of these interactive systems that not only aim to
support the performance aspect of the exertion activity,
but also aim to harness experiential qualities of the
exertion activity [12].
We believe sports-HCI deserves dedicated research
efforts and therefore attention at CHI because an
exerting participant inhibits a different cognitive and
most importantly bodily state when interacting with
technology, quite unlike general HCI that often focuses
on point control systems. As such, the technology to
support such participation needs to be designed
differently. Unfortunately, our knowledge of how to
design these interactive systems is still limited. Prior
work points out that considering exertion when
interacting with technology has its challenges [1] but
also offers opportunities [2-5, 7]. Yet there is a gap in
the form of a coherent understanding of how
interaction designers should engage with sports-HCI.
This SIG aims to contribute to this understanding by
bridging the gap and bridging together practitioners
and academics interested in the field of sports-HCI.
However, unlike regular SIGs, we engage participants
by jogging as a group during a scheduled timeslot at
CHI in San Jose. If participants want, they can bring
along any technology they are currently developing as
part of their research to be used during the jog. Our
goal is to engage participants in the topic of sports-HCI
by being in an active bodily state and hence we conduct

a SIG that combines sports with research in an active
way: by going jogging at CHI.
Jogging at CHI is not new: we have conducted such a
SIG since 2013. We had a total of 49 participants
jogging, sometimes in the rain. Participants enjoyed
that they were able to leave the conference venue
behind for a while to get some fresh air yet still engage
in research discussions. The participants said that the
jogging activity supported their research thinking
through moving around, which contrasts the typical CHI
sitting-experience. Participants also appreciated that
the outdoor environment appeared to facilitate different
kinds of interactions with other CHI attendees. They
also welcomed that the SIG offered a healthy way of
engaging with CHI (contrasting the typical eating- and
drinking-focused CHI experience). Most importantly,
participants noted that discussing sports and HCI was
furthered by the fact that they were exercising at the
same time, suiting the SIG.

Approach to conducting the SIG
The call for SIGs at CHI 2016 asks for “creative
approaches to conducting the SIG itself”. We respond
by suggesting leaving the CHI conference venue and
actively engaging in jogging “in the wild” [11]. We
begin by assembling everyone in the designated room,
having changed into jogging gear beforehand in the
break or at the beginning of the SIG in the nearby
hotels or washroom facilities of the conference venue.
We would appreciate a student volunteer to look after
any bags. We then describe the jogging route and
introduce group leaders (based on target pace) while
also arranging proposed discussion topics. We currently
envision discussion topics such as sports apps, fitness
wearables, interactive performance clothing, exercise

games, augmented gyms, rehabilitation systems and
athlete-robot interaction. The route is determined
beforehand through Google Maps but also through
crowdsourced data such as facilitated by Runkeeper.
We appreciate the SIG to be scheduled at the end of
the second or third day of the conference, so that
participants can go back to their respective hotels
easily to have a shower and prepare for any evening
activities.

researchers of smartwatch sport uses, but also
designers of games that support exertion activities with
game consoles that sense physical activity such as the
Kinect camera.

This format worked well during the last three year’s
jogging sessions. We did have some rain previously,
yet participants were still eager to go jogging.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that weather is a risk for
this SIG. However, the average weather in San Jose at
this time of the year is favorable for jogging.
Many CHI attendees are already incorporating physical
activity in their daily lives and many of them jog.
Informal feedback from previous CHIs highlighted to us
that they not only miss their opportunities to go jogging
during CHI, but they also find the continuous sitting
during CHI exhausting and not inductive to good
health. In response, many of them go to the gym in
their hotel (with some hotels even offering
complementary sports shoes to borrow). We aim to
utilize this by combining it with research discussions
about this emerging topic of sports-HCI while engaging
in a sports activity itself. This matches prior work that
suggests that interaction designers should move when
designing for movement [2, 6, 7].

Participants
Our targeted participants are practitioners and
academics interested in the intersection between sports
and HCI. This includes developers of sports apps,

Figure 1. Photo of jogging at CHI’15 in Seoul, Korea.

Attendee background
In the two prior years our joggers’ experience varied
significantly, yet we were able to accommodate all of
them: we had figured out a jogging route through the
use of Google Maps and then ran along it the day
before the conference. Through this, we designed a
path that slower joggers would run once, but faster
ones would run multiple times. This allowed
participants to talk to each other at different stages of
the jog. In the first year, we also had people
powerwalking, which also worked fine. If people have
different abilities that would not be covered by this
approach, they can contact us and we will aim to
consider this through a dedicated strategy.

Approach of the SIG

Primary Contact

As with previous years, the SIG will be promoted
through the CHI-Announcement mailing list. We will
highlight that participants will need to bring jogging
gear. We also encourage bringing along any research
projects they might be working on and any
technologies they are using during their current jogging
activities. When everyone assembles in the dedicated
room at CHI, we will examine any brought-along
technologies and any topics the participants want to
discuss. We will also prepare topics, based on our
combined expertise in this area, and propose them for
attendees to chose from. Depending on the amount of
topics that are proposed, we will lightly manage the
speed of discussions during the jog. We will also aim to
manage the discussions in terms of faster and slower
participants, so that faster participants will meet up
with slower participants during subsequent jogging
rounds so they can experience a range of discussions.
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At the conclusion of the jog, we will invite all
participants back into the conference room. We will
capture major themes that emerged and distribute any
data we collected, including pictures, with participants’
consent. During the stretching after the jog we will
discuss further plans for jogging at CHI as well as how
to bring sports-HCI forward as a field, such as
conducting another workshop like the one we held last
year [9] and the “interactions” magazine special article
series [10] we organized previously. We are also
considering a journal special edition on the topic. We
draw on our past experiences with the fact that a
heightened state of arousal as a result of exertion was
conducive to social interaction [13] to fuel these
discussions. Ultimately, with this SIG, we aim to shape
the future of the field of sports-HCI even further.
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